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Collaborative, Trust-Based Security Mechanisms for a Regional Utility Intranet Gregory M. Coates, Kenneth M. Hopkinson, Member, IEEE, Scott R. Graham, Member, IEEE, and Stuart H. Kurkowski, Member, IEEE



Abstract—This paper investigates network policies and mechanisms to enhance security in SCADA networks using a mix of TCP and UDP transport protocols over IP. It recommends creating a trust system that can be added in strategic locations to protect existing legacy architectures and to accommodate a transition to IP through the introduction of equipment based on modern standards such as IEC 61850. The trust system is based on a best-of-breed application of standard information technology (IT) network security mechanisms and IP protocols. The trust system provides seamless, automated command and control for the suppression of network attacks and other suspicious events. It also supplies access control, format validation, event analysis, alerting, blocking, and event logging at any network-level and can do so on behalf of any system that does not have the resources to perform these functions itself. Latency calculations are used to estimate limits of applicability within a company and between geographically separated company and area control centers, scalable to hierarchical regional implementations. Index Terms—Computer network security, computer networks, power system security, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.



I. INTRODUCTION UPERVISORY control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems used to manage complex utility networks, often with thousands of monitored nodes, have to be capable of reliable and accurate real-time or near real-time responses to fluctuations and emergency situations. Traditionally, each company had its own proprietary systems and protocols from various vendors with no community standards. Interoperability and security often took a back seat to efficiency and functionality. Many companies felt secure due to the uniqueness and complexity of their systems. In the power industry, deregulation has broken up many of the previously held monopolies so that each privately-owned company specializes in only one function (i.e., generation, transmission, or distribution). It has also served to increase competition resulting in a greater need for management efficiencies and the protection of company-sensitive data.
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In recent years, utilities have begun to move from the proprietary systems and protocols that once dominated the industry toward open, networked communication standards for control and data acquisition, patterned after the efficiencies and lower cost of Internet technologies. Often power engineers with a desire to maintain finely-honed processes and operational requirements raise concern that the majority of information technology (IT) security mechanisms used in networks, like the Internet, will upset the delicate balance in SCADA networks. IT personnel familiar with security mechanisms used to defend delay-tolerant office networks see them as the most secure measures for protecting systems against threats such as malicious code and online exploits. Thus, both parties are at odds regarding the role, priority, and implementation of security countermeasures. The purpose of this research is to investigate the claims from both sides with respect to the feasibility of employing common, network security mechanisms to real-time SCADA and near real-time wide area measurement systems. The focus of this research has been on security for electrical power grid devices within a company. We speculate that over time standards such as IEC 61850 and pockets of shared networked information, such as the wide area measurement system in the western United States, will result in a combined Utility Intranet, separate from the Internet, but based on Internet standards. The concepts described here are applicable to all levels of interconnected utility networks ranging from company-level substation automation and control center operations to areawide regional interconnects (potentially existing on a national or international basis). The concept of a Utility Intranet is widely applicable to existing and emerging regionally interconnected power systems. Utility Intranets could be applied to the power system in the United States and Canada, across interconnected grids in the European Union, and in other major regions across the world. Utility Intranets will allow shared information about the state of different connected systems to facilitate enhanced protection and control through greater knowledge and coordination between regional control authorities. While there are many perceived benefits of this shared information, security concerns will necessarily rise as the grids’ information systems become interconnected. There will also be the potential for shared protection and control between utilities, which raises even greater security concerns. It is assumed that future Utility Intranet SCADA networks will resemble modern IT network architectures. This collaborative trust system is a hybrid solution comprised of the leading
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IT security mechanisms and standard IP protocols while focusing on the distinct requirements of the SCADA community, such as the need to allow increased cooperation and information sharing in protection and control systems without disrupting the critical operation of these systems. Experiments were run, based on published performance figures, in order to illustrate the operation of the trust system in a sample scenario. The messages defined for use in this research contain the additional overhead of TCP, IP, larger IPV6 addresses, and encryption. In this way, the research results accurately represent the delay for trust system evaluation of realworld messages of the same general size. This research shows that, even with the overhead of TCP/IP and UDP/IP communications, Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) encryption, firewall rules, format check, and access control functions, the recommended security schema of the trust system can perform within near real-time and at the high end of real-time response time constraints. It is deduced that with further optimizations, the schema can be improved to perform satisfactorily for real-time SCADA systems. II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Overview The purpose of SCADA systems is to gather information from field devices, and present a human operator with alarms, status, performance data, and statistics of real-time processes. SCADA systems are typically not critical to controlling processes in realtime, because real-time automated control systems are designed to respond quickly to compensate for changes within process time-constraints. SCADA systems allow an operator to poll for information or issue commands in the event of a failure in a process that must meet stringent time constraints. B. Threat to Utility Operations SCADA systems are found throughout the public utility industry and are integral to the operation of these critical infrastructures. SCADA systems are used to monitor and control geographically separated utility sites [1]. Due to the mission critical nature of SCADA computer systems, compromise or degradation could result in financial and sensitive data losses, destruction of facilities, or loss of life. If synchronized with a physical attack, cyber attacks on SCADA systems could greatly escalate fatalities in a region already rendered unable to offer necessary shelter, clean water, and contamination control, perfect methods for inciting terror. C. Changes in the SCADA Environment The networks and protocols used in SCADA systems were originally proprietary [2]. They were self-contained, so they were generally considered safe against malicious intrusions. Even when the Internet emerged and SCADA systems began to incorporate standard hardware and software platforms that had known vulnerabilities, the mentality of most SCADA operators and managers was that external hackers were not interested in their applications and probably did not know much about the
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existence and configuration of SCADA systems. SCADA systems were generally considered to be relatively less vulnerable to IT-based cyber attacks. The drive for efficiency and cost savings has led SCADA system and architecture designers to begin patterning utility communications after the rapid changes occurring in the larger IT and networking industry by becoming more open and more interconnected. For economic and efficiency reasons, legacy systems are being upgraded using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software, and are migrating to standard data formats and network protocols, particularly concentrating on the use of the transport control protocol (TCP) for end-to-end control. This trend is motivated by cost savings achieved by consolidating disparate platforms, networks, software, and maintenance tools [3]. The downside of this transition has been to expose SCADA systems to the same vulnerabilities that plague PCs and their networks connected to the Internet. D. Time Constraints Timeliness of message delivery is critical. Traditional shortcircuit protection systems measure local signals and respond in 4–40 ms to disturbances in the local area. For the purposes of this research, 4 ms is considered as a benchmark for worst-case response time requirements in local protection. Table I summarizes typical time constraint thresholds that must be met for SCADA and utility protection responses. E. Current State of SCADA System Protection Standards organizations concerned with data acquisition and control are developing SCADA system security standards, but they have not been universally applied [2]. Security researchers have noted that what is needed is a coordinated security paradigm that takes advantage of the capabilities of devices such as routers and switches that are cognizant of network activities on a larger scale. What is necessary is to develop a adaptive network-aware solutions that address security as a collaboration of defense mechanisms operating to identify threats and respond accordingly [2].
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III. METHODOLOGY A. Future Utility Intranet The power industry is turning towards new equipment and communications standards to meet the increasing demands being placed on the power grid. These standards point toward the future adoption of a private Utility Intranet based on Internet technology to improve the grid’s efficiency and reliability. The Utility Intranet is likely to begin as an effort to improve the monitoring, protection, and control of individual utilities and, over time, will lead to the interconnection of the utilities’ data networks in the same way that the power grid became integrated. The introduction of a Utility Intranet has potential benefits such as increased information sharing and greater protection and control of the grid. Many researchers anticipate that an Internet-like Utility Intranet, dedicated to the power grid but isolated from the public Internet, will emerge with the TCP likely to be the main protocol [3]. SCADA is likely to migrate to a Utility Intranet because higher polling rates will be possible using the new infrastructure’s increased bandwidth [4]. The introduction of a Utility Intranet has many potential benefits such as increased information sharing and greater protection and control of the grid. However, great care must be taken to ensure that network capacities, communication protocols, security, and quality of service (QoS) requirements are appropriately managed to ensure that the Utility Intranet will be able to meet the demands placed on it [4]. The move towards a Utility Intranet is helped by new standards, such as IEC 61850, and the emerging shift towards common platforms for both new and legacy protocols. Many newly developed SCADA applications and future variants will use various protocols but ride over IP [1]. Traditionally, SCADA systems and corporate IT systems have focused on very different information assurance priorities. Whereas IT system priorities are confidentiality, authentication, integrity, availability, and nonrepudiation, SCADA systems emphasize reliability, real-time response, tolerance of emergency situations, personnel safety, product quality, and plant safety, usually to the exclusion of any security mechanism that might hinder these. Throughout this transition to a Utility Intranet, SCADA system networks must be well defended yet maintain the level of service required [8]. Blindly layering standard IT security mechanisms on top of SCADA networks will not work without accounting for their unique requirements and time constraints; therefore, it is important to understand current and future SCADA architectures and operational philosophies. B. Trust System Concept 1) What the Trust System Is: This research proposes and evaluates a comprehensive and collaborative security concept, defined as a trust system, which is based on a best-of-breed application of standard IT network security mechanisms and IP protocols. The concept of a trust system is to provide a nonproprietary system, system of systems, or software agents that plug into an existing network, somewhat transparently, to perform the functions of correlating data and identifying risk levels for corre-



Fig. 1. Trust modes and configuration options.



sponding events and status updates that point to negative impacts on utility services. The trust system, at its core, is a software agent performing active security analysis and response. In a network where nodes have sufficient unused hard drive capacity, memory, and processing power, the agent would be loaded directly onto the node and provide an active interface between incoming messages and the node’s code, data, and applications, similar to other software firewalls. It could also be set to monitor outgoing messages. 2) What the Trust System Does: The trust system intercepts status messages or commands from network nodes. For companies with some legacy nodes, this would require protocol gateway plug-ins for the trust system to interpret and analyze packets in various formats. The trust system validates input and identifies security risks or bad data, initiating appropriate alerts and response actions. It then assigns data types to each of the legitimate looking data elements in each message. Next, it determines if the recipient is authorized to read all of the data types in the message. If not, it sanitizes the parts of the message that are not allowed to be passed before forwarding it. Finally, data elements that appear legitimate are transferred to database systems for company Intranet display and to archiving systems for historical and trend analysis. The archived data are viewable and accessible only to those with the appropriate credentials, need to know, and rights to access the data. Trust systems can monitor communications both inside the company’s SCADA network and between the SCADA network and other organizational enclaves in future combined networks such as the previously mentioned Utility Intranet. The same concept can be applied to monitoring the company’s office LAN, DMZ, and Internet VPN connections, which should not be connected to the SCADA network, if at all possible. The goal is to allow the sharing of information and control capability between users within and between utilities while ensuring that only authorized users receive the information and/or control that they are authorized to receive. Because of the wide range of users and systems involved in utility operations that need to share data to increase situational awareness and prevent emergency situations, there is a need to
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Fig. 2. Trust system functional diagram.



restrict what data are readable by whom. Hence the reason for assigning data types (e.g., operational, financial, etc.) and releasability caveats (i.e., company-sensitive, no vendors, etc.) to all data elements (e.g., values, files, etc.) in the network. The data type and caveat must match the role and access operations (i.e., read, write, copy, etc.) assigned to a specific user, in order for that user to perform a specific access operation on a specific data element. This is defined and enforced in the trust system access control matrix (ACM). To summarize, the trust system enhances SCADA and protection system security through the use of enhanced routers that can be placed at strategic locations. Each trusted router has firewall capabilities, the ability to detect suspicious events, sanitization of information, format and authorization checking, encryption and authentication, in addition to traditional routing and switching capabilities. A functional diagram of these enhanced routers is shown in Fig. 1. 3) Flexibility in Implementation of the Trust System: In today’s heterogeneous utility networks, where most legacy nodes are unable to support software agents, the trust system is a flexible solution that can be implemented in multiple ways, depending on utility requirements. For legacy networks, the trust system can be implemented as a trust box (i.e., a server in front of a group of unprotected nodes that screens incoming packets and generates security alerts to a security server and security analyst workstations). The trust box would also act as an encryption gateway, maintaining secure tunnels with the trust box in front of the master control station server and other servers with which the nodes it protects must communicate. 4) Active Mode Implementation: The simulations and experiments for this research assume a trust system implemented in active mode to demonstrate its blocking functionality. Active mode describes the case where the trust system is implemented



Fig. 3. Power system communication protocol structure.



on a hardware device inline with all communications between the SCADA master control station and the nodes it controls as well as between the company’s SCADA network and its outgoing connection to the rest of the Utility Intranet, as shown in Fig. 2. This device may be a specialized trust box or a trust-enabled router. which is also responsible for the routing of all packets on the link. An active mode trust system is able to block malicious traffic as it is detected. A block is constituted by a DENY entry being added to the firewall rules or a lowered trust level and effective access credentials control number (ACCN) (for a specific user). The disadvantage of active mode is that the trust device is a potential single point of failure on a link, but alternate or redundant routes can alleviate this problem.
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Fig. 4. Proposed NERC communication structure.



C. Comparison Between IT Security and the Proposed Trust System This drive for efficiency and cost savings has led SCADA system and architecture designers to begin patterning utility communications after the rapid changes occurring in the larger IT and networking industry by becoming more open and at the same time more interconnected. For economic and efficiency reasons, primitive legacy systems are being upgraded using COTS hardware and software, and are being migrated from isolated in-plant networks using proprietary hardware and software to standard data formats and network protocols, particularly TCP, for end-to-end control. This trend is motivated by cost savings achieved by consolidating disparate platforms, networks, software, and maintenance tools [3]. The downside of this transition has been to expose SCADA operating systems to the same vulnerabilities and threats that plague Windows and Linux-based PCs and their associated networks on the Internet. The trust system proposed in this paper takes concepts that are common in the IT security community and integrates them in a package that is targeted to meet the needs of the SCADA and other power system requirements. Conventional IT cyber security approaches generally focus on standalone products (i.e., firewalls, IDSs, router ACLs, etc.) that are associated with individual devices on a network. This point-oriented security approach is vulnerable to attacks that circumvent the one particular security control. In addition, other parts of the network might be unaware that an attack is occurring. Security researchers have noted that what is needed is a coordinated security paradigm that takes advantage of the capabilities of devices such as routers and switches that are cognizant of network activities on a larger scale. What is necessary is to develop adaptive network and application-aware solutions that address security as a collaboration of defense mechanisms operating as a defense system to identify threats and respond accordingly [2]. One of the major differences between traditional IT mechanisms and those of SCADA and other power communication systems is that power systems have strict real-time operating requirements. Intrusion detection systems, firewalls, and antivirus software can slow down communication so they must be applied carefully. Another difficulty is that most plant components in existence today have minimal computing resources. They do not usually have excess memory capacity that can accommodate relatively large programs associated with security monitoring ac-



tivities [2]. For these reasons, a trust system for the power grid needs to balance security concerns against timing requirements, which differentiates it from standard IT solutions. D. Real-World Applications for the Trust System 1) Intercompany and Interarea Protection: The trust system provides low-cost network security to traditional SCADA networks with their mix of legacy, proprietary systems and protocols and newer standards-based solutions. An understanding of appropriate and inappropriate information flows is critical to network security planning and design in general but more so in the design and configuration. Just as status updates in electric power utilities are sent from field equipment to SCADA master control stations every few seconds, or even milliseconds, either the same updates, a subset of those updates, or a summary report can be easily forwarded on to connected control area authorities and adjacent electric utility companies on the Utility Intranet. When substation automation applications do not support this forwarding, the trust system can be configured to initiate it on their behalf. The trust system has the ability to interpret standard utility traffic, as shown in Fig. 3, which enables it to perform sanity checking and sanitization. In the future, such security mechanisms, when layered over ever-increasing bandwidth and connectivity between utility organizations, would enable the creation and operation of Regional Utility Operations (or Control and Security) Centers to ensure the fair use of the power grid and a utility-specific capability for network security response, technical assistance, and law enforcement liaison for companies within its regional span of control, as shown in Fig. 4. 2) Internal Traffic Protection: The trust system provides firewall functionality between SCADA nodes and between the SCADA network and any connected office environments, restricting traffic while compensating for bandwidth congestion and enforcing prioritization of packets. It can ensure fast reliable delivery of important real-time and emergency traffic. 3) Preventing Single Points of Failure: The goal of the trust system is to be transparent to the controlled utility process and robust in the face of adversity. The trust system is meant to be layered over existing process and communication schemes by adding independent security-layers to the network stack. If a breakdown occurred, utility operations would perform as al-
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ways, except that the added security measures would not be in effect, and security logs would indicate a gap in service. The best implementation of the trust system within an organization is in a distributed manner with a network-level trust system (NTS) as an overseer. Each distributed trust system would be independent, but would keep the NTS up to date so that it can maintain the big picture to facilitate correlating related events in multiple parts of the network. However, in the face of lost communication with the NTS, agents loaded on a node, referred to as a nodal trust system, could operate on their own to protect the node and keep its neighbor nodal trust systems up to date, collaborating to ensure security in their interactive node-to-node communications. The NTS might have another trust system in the network predefined as an alternate, should it fail, or in the case of a leaderless situation, nodal trust systems might hold an election to designate a new NTS for that function. E. Trust System Concepts and Terminology 1) Roles and Access Levels: There are many different types of users that might require access to SCADA and IT system data within an interconnected Utility Intranet. Access rights can be defined based on users’ roles and access level requirements. A role could be arbitrarily defined to describe any group of individuals. For this paper, it has been specifically defined as a job position. This role-based access may vary over time for an individual, depending on the individual’s assigned tasks, the data/tools they need to know/use, and the level of trust the company has in their experience, performance, and training. Each user role is associated with a set of rights (i.e., permissions) for access operations on specific elements of data and code available in the network. An access level determines what data a user or device should be allowed to receive, see, and interact with. More specifically, an individual’s access level is dependent upon two factors: an individual’s role and the ACCN, an integer (0–4), calculated from the number and reliability of successful logon credentials. When an event is detected that could contribute to a widespread (outside of the company) emergency, some of data elements that were previously kept internal to the company, may need to be communicated. The easiest way to deal with this is at the trust system when assigning access caveats to data elements. Normally, some data elements might have company-sensitive or company-restricted caveats assigned. Data given a restricted caveat can never be sent to an external agency that is not authorized to see this caveat. Data with sensitive caveat may not be released to external organizations, except in certain emergency circumstances. A traceable release list can also be kept to record to whom and when sensitive information elements were released. Data, folders, and files could have a data type as well as a release restriction, or access caveat, such as “company sensitive” applied to them. In this case, authorized access to both parameters and the proper read and execute rights would be required to view and use the folder, file, or data. 2) Trust Levels: In addition to access levels, there are trust levels for both users and systems, as shown in Table II.
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TABLE II EXAMPLE TRUST LEVELS



The trust level is a negative integer that is added to the ACCN (a positive integer from 0 to 4) of a user or system. A trust level to means something of 0 is good and a trust level of has occurred to cause the trust system to begin regarding further traffic from a particular source with greater suspicion. A lowered trust level decreases the ACCN, and, therefore, the access level of the user/system. 3) Multilevel Access: The assignment of access levels and rights over data elements can prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive data or even the existence of such data. Each individual’s account is tied to specific rights over specific types of data by its assigned role. This applies not only to a utility company’s employees and systems but to partners and competitors, which would normally have no authority on that company’s systems. User roles prevent a user from viewing unauthorized data, files, or systems. F. Firewall Rules Module 1) Firewall Rules Check: The trust system is configured with signatures for authorized traffic. The trust system firewall rules filter incoming packets on the combination of source/destination IP pairs, message type allowed, protocol, source and destination ports, and trust system interface receiving the packet. If a message does not pass the firewall rules, the passed and failed parameters, known as labels, are updated in the firewall rules scorekeeper (FWR-SK) with the label name, value, and passed or failed). At this point, if one of the firescore ( wall rules labels failed, the packet has failed the firewall rules check and the packet may be discarded. 2) Encryption Check: All messages sent and received between systems on the SCADA network should use encryption, such as network-layer IPSec, if it does not prevent delivery within time-constrained thresholds. Incoming messages are decrypted by the trust system with its private key and the sender’s public key. If a message was sent and received on a port and successfully decrypted, the message passed the firewall rules encryption check. G. Format Module 1) Input Validation and Format Checks: If a message passes the firewall rules check the firewall rules scorekeeper is forwarded to the format module in the trust system for format validation. The trust system differs from a standard firewall in that it also inspects a message’s packet and header sizes, contents, and application data. By checking packets against expected size, field content, or data ranges, the trust system identifies corrupted or malicious packets. It may then auto-correct, discard the packet, or poll the sender for a resend. The trust system uses the following rules to analyze packets in the scenarios run: 1) Compare message
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length to the expected length; 2) Compare content and values to expected values/ranges; 3) Compare message source_IP to logged_on_IP of the system_name; and 4) Compare message source_IP to logged_on_IP of the username (if message was user initiated and not system-to-system). If the overall message length is within expected bounds, the trust system separates the packet into its components by assigning each header and data value to label variables specific to the message type. The variables are compared to the expected values for the specific message type. If values are within expected ranges the label passes the format check. Similar to the firewall rules check, a format scorekeeper (FOR_SK) tracks which labels pass/fail and is forwarded with the FWR-SK to the ACM. 2) Data Tagging: Before the FOR-SK is forwarded to the ACM, each label is tagged with a particular data element type and caveat. This tag is used by the ACM for access control and can also be used for data archiving, so that later access by users and systems can be checked against a trust system ACM for authorization. The data element type tag and other metadata parameters (such as data types/caveats, copies made by date and username, etc.) can also be carried along with the data (or file) when it is copied, pasted, modified, and attached to e-mails. This metadata allows the trust system to evaluate access authorization for attachments in e-mails or access from the LAN, even as a document is renamed or modified. H. Access Control Matrix (ACM)—Logon Security 1) Initial Network Logon Control: The trust system ACM maintains the current name, role, and access level entries for all authorized network users/systems that it, or the nodes it protects, may need to interact. While the values for these entries are preconfigured and usually do not change often, the logon ACCN, effective ACCN, and logon IP are initialized at zero until a user/system logs on to the network. After an approved logon, the logon IP, logon ACCN, and effective ACCN are updated in the ACM. When the user logs off, the values are reset to zero. This way, the trust system always knows the users that are logged on and from which location. The trust level is normally zero at initial logon, and is only changed if the trust system detects behavior that lowers its trust in the user/system. All users should be required to logon and authenticate with username and logon credentials to gain access to network resources. When a user/system attempts to logon to the network, a logon_request message, containing the logon credentials (e.g., password, smart card, etc.), is sent to the network logon server. The logon server evaluates the credentials and informs the network trust system of which credentials passed/failed, in a logon_evaluated message. For a logon server capable of hosting a nodal trust system agent, the trust system functionality could be performed on the logon server itself and the network trust system informed, after-the-fact, of the results. The trust system uses the analysis of successful and failed credentials, provided by the logon server, in the logon_evaluated message, to calculate a logon ACCN, using the criteria outlined in Table III. The greater the number of credentials pro-
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TABLE III EXAMPLE LOGON ACCNS ASSIGNED BASED ON SUPPLIED CREDENTIALS



vided and the greater the reliability of those credentials, the greater the logon ACCN (LACCN). For full administrator (i.e., root-level) access, at least two credentials with a total effective ACCN (EACCN) of at least 4 must be provided. This is to lower the possibility of simple password cracking attempts on accounts gaining high-level privileges. After calculating the LACCN, the trust system adds the current trust level for the user/system to the LACCN to get the EACCN. The trust level is a negative integer indicating the level of trust that has been lost, normally 0. If the EACCN is zero, the logon is denied. If the EACCN is not zero, the trust system checks its ACM to determine the assigned role. This is essentially role-based access. The trust system also determines the authorized combination of access operations on data types, based on the EACCN. 2) Work Schedule Restricted Access: The trust system can check each logon attempt against a work schedule. This way it could detect unusual activity such as an employee coming in when they are not scheduled to work, in order to attempt something malicious. If no malicious actions were performed (e.g., someone came in on a weekend to do work) the log entry could be ignored/annotated/deleted. 3) Simultaneous Logon Control: If a user, already logged on at one IP address, attempted to logon from a second IP address, the trust system would check its simultaneous_logon_limit parameter to ensure that the maximum number of simultaneous logons for a single user would not be violated before issuing a logon_approved message. It would also verify that it was reasonable for the user to be logging on from the source IP by comparing the time_from_last_activity for the IP address of the original logon to the time required to travel between the physical locations of the two logon IP addresses, to ensure it is reasonable. The trust system also maintains a record of the credentials used to logon at each location. I. Access Control Matrix (ACM) 1) Distributed Access Control Matrices: The systems/nodes are only authorized to send/receive certain message types to/from specific other systems, and only on interfaces that match their routing tables. All of these restraints are enforced by the ACM. The primary network-level ACM is hosted on the NTS. Each node that has the necessary storage and processing capacity could maintain a local ACM hosted on the node (in the form of a nodal trust system), or in the case of legacy systems,
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have a network device installed in front of the node to host the trust system and protect nodes behind it. For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that local ACMs at each node send an update to the network-level ACM on the SCADA network trust system each time the node approves an update to its local ACM. A node would only need to approve an update to its own ACM if connectivity to the network-level trust system and logon server were lost. The node will send a logon_request message to the logon server and ACM_update to the NTS when connectivity is restored. 2) Standard Access Levels: The SCADA network-level ACM has entries for all individuals authorized access to the SCADA network. A nodal ACM maintains entries for all individuals authorized to access the node and all systems authorized to communicate with it. Most access levels here are categorized as Standard, in which case the trust system will refer to its own Standard Access Levels Table (SALT). Using the SALT, the trust system performs a lookup of the user’s (or system’s) authorized access operations based on their role and ACCN. 3) Manually-Entered Access Levels: Manually-entered access level entries in the ACM assign a specific maximum effective ACCN to an individual. The manual entry allows the security administrator to assign a specific ACCN to an individual user. 4) Message Sanitization: When a recipient is authorized to receive a message type, but only allowed to receive a subset of the data elements contained in the message, the trust system can sanitize the message before forwarding it. In this way, the code of the system sending the message does not have to be changed to send different messages to different users. This is especially useful when legacy systems and systems of different protocols are in use in the same company’s SCADA network or in the destination network. The trust system in each network provides sanitization and can bridge communications between dissimilar networks with a protocol gateway capability. The trust system checks the access level (i.e., role and EACCN) of each recipient IP address (and username logged on at that IP), each data element type of each label in the message, and the caveat of the data element types, against its ACM. By doing so, it ensures unnecessary or company-sensitive data elements are removed from the message. Sanitization prevents the unauthorized leakage of company-sensitive information and is ideal for an environment with legacy systems or continually evolving requirements. Simple changes to the trust system sanitization rules and ACM can accommodate routing and sanitization changes quickly. In the same manner, even e-mail attachments could be checked for files not authorized for the recipient. 5) Access Violation Attempts: If a user attempts an access operation, the requested data type to access and the access operation on that data type is checked against the ACM for the individual’s role and EACCN. If the requestor is not authorized to access a data type, or is not authorized to perform the operation, the attempt is denied and the system initiates a suspicious event. 6) ACM Scorekeeper: Similar to the FWR-SK and FOR-SK, the ACM scorekeeper (ACM-SK) keeps track of failed logon, simultaneous logon, and failed access operation attempts. When
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the ACM has completed all ACM checks, if any check has failed in the scorekeepers, all scorekeepers are forwarded to the Suspicious Event Handler (SEH) module. 7) Supplemental Access Control Policies and Procedures: The greatest threat is often from the inside. Policy plays an important role in ensuring that network access is discontinued when an employee is no longer with the company. In the event of a disgruntled employee or corporate espionage, all actions by individuals are logged. These records can assist the company in holding individuals accountable for their actions. 8) Maintaining a Secure State: Before a change to the ACM is authorized and implemented, the trust system should check the proposed ACM policy change to ensure both a proper domination relationship and a secure state are maintained using such methods as the -property and simple security principles for mandatory and discretionary access control [9]. J. Suspicious Event Handler (SEH) Module 1) Alert Counter: The SEH uses the failed parameters to determine when to generate a security alert and of what type. Some types of suspicious events (SE) will create an immediate security alert. Others will start an alert counter. The alert counter is set to monitor suspicious events that the SEH cannot yet determine to be a security issue. The SEH increments the alert counter for each occurrence until the configured threshold for that type of alert is reached. Once the counter threshold has been reached, the SEH generates a security_alert message. It may also lower the trust level of a particular message type, protocol, interface, username, system, or any combination of these. A lowered trust level may lower the EACCN and may require blocking in the firewall rules. 2) Tracking Suspicious Events by Suspicious Event ID: When a suspicious event notification is received by the SEH it initiates a new suspicious event ID (SEID), tracked by a SEID number, which is the date-time that the event was first detected, and two or three parameters known as trackers taken from the scorekeepers. The SEID is an object containing all of the scorekeepers, the SEID number, and the trackers. The trackers serve as a reference point for correlating similar packets that may be part of a larger event. Each time the SEH receives a suspicious event, before creating a new SEID, it compares the trackers for the incoming scorekeepers to the trackers of currently open SEIDs. If there are no matches, it checks recently closed SEIDs as well. If any of the trackers match, the SEH will determine if the new activity is part of a previous SEID and, if so, update a currently open SEID or re-open a closed, related SEID. 3) Blocking: When a blocking action is required, the firewall rules allow the trust system to deny packets based on any combination of message type, protocol, interface, username, or system IP address. If the traffic was previously allowed by a whitelist rule in the firewall rules, the Deny column is changed from false to true. If the necessary granularity for the blocking rule does not exist, a new rule is added for the activity experienced and the Deny column is set to true. By recognizing bad or malicious packets from a source, the trust system can lower its trust in further packets from that source and even switch to a more trusted source as its primary
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trusted input for particular data elements, alerts, or status updates. Lowering the trust level for users lowers their EACCN, restricting their access to critical data and privileges. K. Outgoing Message Handling 1) Re-Encryption: If a message passes all trust system checks and is to be forwarded on to the original destination, after any required sanitization takes place, the trust system reassembles the payload in the original order and must re-encrypt it before forwarding it on to its intended destination. L. Addressing and Routing For a trust system to be able to perform format and ACM checks, it must be able to decrypt and inspect packet payloads. This is simpler if the encryption is accomplished solely by trust systems. If the source operating system (OS) applies IPSec encryption to its packets, this requires the source to encrypt the packet payload with the public key of the next trust system along the path and with its own private key, in order for the trust system to be capable of decrypting and inspecting its contents. The other option is for the sender OS to encrypt the packet with IPSec and when the packet is received at the destination, the trust system there performs decryption on behalf of the OS, checks it, and passes it up to the next layer in the OSI stack if it passes all checks. M. Other Required or Augmenting Capabilities 1) Protocol Gateway: Legacy devices/controllers use proprietary protocols and prior standards such as MODBUS, DNP3, Fieldbus, etc. This may require specific protocol gateway plug-ins to translate input to a common format. 2) Summary and Full Reporting Modes: To eliminate network traffic over bandwidth-constrained communication lines, a message from the trust system could toggle between full and summary reporting. If necessary, based on congestion or line outages, the trust system could send a squelch message to less important nodes to send minimal update info and not overwhelm the line. 3) Key Management: There is the potential for packets to be sniffed and the key cracked, enabling an attacker to spoof messages. Changing keys often can help to prevent this. For this reason, keys should be changed at least once per week. This change can be made automatically using tools in the trust system. 4) Node Discovery: All nodes on the network are required to authenticate on to the network logon server. A system provides its own unique credentials, such as IP address, MAC address, a unique node ID or node name, and IPSec authentication. When the logon server evaluates the node’s logon_request message, it forwards a logon_evaluated message to the trust system, which then identifies if there is any security reason to mistrust or deny the logon and reports back to the logon server with a logon_approved or logon_denied message. The trust system also calculates an ACCN (equal to 4 if there is no reason to mistrust the system) and updates its ACM to show the node_name and IP address as logged on to the network. When information is received
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indicating the node has disconnected for an extended period of time, the logon entry is deleted, and the logon server requires the node to authenticate again. 5) Alert Correlation: The trust system should work in conjunction with a network security correlation tool that will evaluate network security alerts from other mechanisms in the network and initiate/recommend corrective/mitigating actions based on an estimation of network and utility service impact of such actions. In fact, if malformed packets, corrupted data, or DoS indicators were detected, the cause could be a system malfunction or malicious attack, so evaluation of alerts from both security and engineering/maintenance perspectives is essential, further justifying the integration of alerts from a security module capable of informing and interacting with the trust system, and with an alert correlator which is fed network security, management, and operational alarms. N. Assumptions for Development of Experiments 1) Protocols and Standards: IPV6-based TCP and UDP protocols were used for simulated messages. UDP was the protocol-of-choice for non-real-time updates and trust system queries, to alleviate network congestion. TCP was used for emergency traffic and real-time or near real-time traffic that either required reliability or would be implemented as TCP by its manufacturer. For example, network logon operations would typically consist of standard TCP/IP traffic by an IT vendor. Previous work by Birman et al. demonstrated the feasibility of using UDP to send breaker trip messages between peers on a SCADA network, within a few seconds, when no network congestion exists [3]. Delivery times were only a few seconds longer in the face of network congestion. Some emergency situations must be resolved in fractions of a second, often in 100 ms or less. Hard real-time notifications may need to be made in 4 ms or less. For such messages to be received, processed, and reacted to, these UDP techniques do not provide the necessary reliability and time guarantees. The SCADA network was simulated using UDP messages for nonemergency traffic, and dedicated TCP bandwidth for emergency traffic. Emergency responses were defined in the trust system specification and were indicated by protocol and message type. The trust system implemented a prioritization of each packet in its incoming and outgoing queues to ensure the highest priority packets were checked and sent first. Packets had an expiration time and only continued through the trust system if their expiration time had not been reached. 2) Encryption Delay: IPSec encryption was employed for all messages between nodes on the SCADA network and was used as the basis for all encryption delay calculations. The modeled SCADA network nodes only communicate over a single encrypted port (port 500 using IPSec) for inbound and outbound messages. 3) Background Traffic: Besides SCADA traffic, other company network traffic, such as office automation traffic, might also be present on the same communications links. Exact network loading and bandwidth consumption will be company-specific. In the experiments run, background traffic was assumed to be at a low level or to be sent over other channels in the network.
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IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS A. Investigative Questions Answered IPSec encryption can be used carefully in a SCADA environment to provide security. A trust system will either prevent, quickly detect and mitigate, or provide sufficient evidence after the fact to determine where and how malicious activity occurred in the network. Experiments support the hypothesis that TCP and UDP can be used with bandwidth guarantees to meet real-time delivery requirements. The automated actions of the trust system can provide comprehensive, all-in-one, layered security, reducing the need for a large team of security analysts while providing the tools needed to answer questions about intrusion footprints. B. Scenario Files 1) Input Files: A text file comprised of the firewall rules was read in by the trust system program prior to processing a packet. The file only included the rules that applied to the scenario run. This allowed us to calculate the average firewall rules check delay for each message type and transport protocol tested. An input scenario text file was created to specify IP packet details for each trust system scenario. Each component (i.e., label) of each packet’s headers and data were specified as variables and assigned the appropriate value for that scenario. To account for the end-to-end delay that would be experienced by system packets, their message type, their size, and the source and destination IP addresses (indicating total distance to travel) were read into the simulator and used to calculate the message latency and the overall scenario’s completion time. It was assumed that as soon as the trust system completed its processing of one packet, it was ready to begin processing the next packet, calling this the received plus queue time. Packet send time was determined by subtracting the transmit and propagation delay on the link from source to trust system and estimated queuing delay in the trust system input queue from this received plus queue time. 2) Output File: The output file entry generated for the scenario run consisted of an alert for suspicious activity, a log of the results of each of the trust system checks (i.e., the passed/failed parameters), a log of actions taken by the trust system in response, the time to complete each check, and the total time to complete all trust system functions for a packet. Trust system small network security alerts were simulated by having the trust system code write the alert text entries to the output file under headings for each packet in the scenario. A more detailed log of the parameters that passed/failed the trust system checks and the values of those failed parameters were posted to the same output file to simulate archive logs.



1) Trust System Delay: The trust system is able to measure delay statistics for each received packet and each trust system check, to include the time to complete a firewall rules check, format check, logon check, access control check, and sanitization. Summing these values gives the total time to complete all trust system checks necessary before discarding or forwarding the packet. To estimate overall trust system check times, time trials were conducted 650 000 times, for both TCP and UDP, to determine the minimum, maximum, and average delay for each message type. For each trial, two different firewall rules files were used, the first with the matching rule at the top of the list, so that it would be found immediately, and the second with the matching rule at the bottom of a list of 2000 firewall rules, giving the slowest rule matches. The simulations were conducted using a PC with an Intel Pentium 3-GHz CPU and 3.5-GB RAM, running the Windows XP Professional. Each message type ran through complete trust system checks 50 000 times and the results were averaged for each trial. Each trial was repeated 15 times for a total of 650 000 samples taken per message type. 2) Network Transit Delay: The total processing delay within the trust system from the time the first check begins on a packet to the time it is ready to be forwarded on to its destination is . This value is derived from designated as actual measurements of execution time of the code’s checks. , is the time a packet waits in the output Queuing delay, queue to be transmitted onto the link by the source node and each router or trust system along the way [10]



(1) where size of the router, system, or trust system queue (B); packet length including headers (bits); incoming link rate (bps). It also includes the time waiting in the input queue to be processed, which depends on the priority it is assigned and the quantity and size of higher priority packets that are processed has been divided into an inahead of it. In simulation, coming queue delay, and an outgoing queue delay. , is the time required to transmit all Transmission delay, of the packet’s bits onto the communications link at the source and each router or trust system along the way [10]



(2)



C. Delay Measurements and Calculations Approach To simulate the operational feasibility of a network, two factors are of highest importance: delay and congestion. Both depend on the network bandwidth, propagation delays, queuing delays by individual devices within the network, the presence or absence of redundant paths and systems, system failures, and the time required for trust system checks.



where packet length including headers (bits); rate of the link (bits/s) The rate can vary due to link congestion and dynamic bandwidth assignment algorithms.
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Propagation delay, , is the time required for a packet to propagate through a link, for each link along the path taken by is the link distance (in methe packet. If ters) between a network device or system, , that is about to transmit a packet onto the link, and the next device or system, , poised to receive the packet and, if is the propagation speed of the signal across that link (in m/s), then the propagation delay (in milliseconds) across a series of links, , is given by (3) [10]



(3) For simulations, the fiber cabling between each node within a company’s network was assumed to be of the same capacity, , the distance between therefore, the source and the destination nodes, could be used to approxi, mate the total end-to-end link sum, so that (3) reduces to (4) for LAN communications within a company



(4) Higher speed links were used for inter-organization communications, requiring use of (3) for their propagation delay. The propagation speed is dependant upon the physical medium of the link. In these experiments, all internal company links were assumed to be 100 Mbps. The distances between fixed nodes were maintained in the trust system’s firewall rules with their traffic rules and were used to calculate available throughput and the receive times for incoming packets. Values were used to calculate congestion levels. In this simulation, reasonable delay estimates were used for network components as depicted in Table IV. For the speed of was assumed. Processing light in fiber, a value of 2.95 delay for routers and switches was assumed to be the same. A minimum value of 0.09 ms and a maximum value of 2 ms were used. Queue size for all nodes was estimated to be a medium range of 300B. The greater the queue size, the greater the overall processing delay per packet. , is the one-way latency of a End-to-end delay, packet from source to destination and was calculated using the sum of all of the values in Table IV. 3) Encryption Delay: All packets in the SCADA network simulated were assumed to be encrypted and authenticated for greater data security. The trust system simulation code does not actually perform any encryption or decryption, so, to estimate IPSec encryption delay, the research of Niedermayer et al. [11] was used as the basis for extrapolating values for each message type. Their work indicated much better performance of IPSec as compared to SSL. Of the multiple IPSec Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) variations that they measured, the best, worst, and mid-range performers were selected for use in this paper. The results of their measurements demonstrated minimal difference between the performance of AH-only, ESP-only, and AH plus ESP; therefore, the obvious solution, for maximum security was to use both AH and ESP.
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TABLE IV NETWORK DEVICE DELAY ESTIMATES FOR END-TO-END CALCULATIONS, IS THE SUM TOTAL OF THE ESTIMATES WHERE d



Blowfish-192 bit key strength/SHA-2(256) performed in the middle range overall and appeared to be the best fit for both better security and lower delay. Plotting the rise and run for their results, within the range of message sizes used for the experiments run, yielded the slope and general equations for extrapolating IPSec encryption delay with both AH and ESP. D. Simulation Results The scenario simulates IP packet traffic of various sizes and message types between SCADA nodes and network servers that is intercepted and analyzed by the trust system. The reaction of the trust system to each message, by accurately allowing legitimate traffic, blocking malformed packets and unauthorized traffic due to user errors or malicious attempts, or sanitizing information in messages that the receiver is not authorized to read, demonstrated the successful execution of the trust system concept and supporting computer code. Delay measurements were calculated based on maximum response times measured for the trust system and average and high-end ranges for each network component (i.e., routers, switches, and cabling) along the way. The total time for each scenario was also calculated. These delay figures indicate the impact of trust system operations on control system time constraints. The simple, yet realistic scenario to demonstrate the concepts proposed in this paper are based upon a fictitious electric utility company, Middletown Power and Light (MPL), and its personnel, a nearby utility company with some poor security habits, and their area control (or operations) center. The scenario is not intended to represent any particular real-life company or employee. Fig. 5 illustrates a simple, two-company slice of an interconnected Utility Intranet, illustrating the simulated SCADA and IT systems. Standard firewalls are augmented by more comprehensive, strategically placed trust systems in the network for a minimal trust system implementation. The diagram shows the components and distances used. To illustrate applicability to highly remote communications, the two company control (or operations) centers are 100 km apart from each other and 30 km away from the nearest substations that they control. The CA Operations Center is approximately 300 km away from each company. Of course, the ideal trust system implementation would implement all router/switch combinations as
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Fig. 5. Trust system scenario network diagram.



trust routers and include trust agents on nearly all nodes in the network. E. Experimental Scenario 1: Legitimate Status Update A legitimate UDP status update packet, Packet 1–1, was transmitted within MPL’s SCADA network from IED-239 (in Substation A) to MPL’s SCADA master control station. The IPv6 tunnel mode and trust system gateway (i.e., router) mode are employed. Specifically, the IED-239 nodal trust system encrypts the message from IED-239 using its private key and the trust system’s public key then adds an IP routing header to send to the trust system gateway closest to the destination, trust_router2, which is hosting the network trust system. The trust system simulator code, at the time of this writing, did not implement multicast or a carbon-copy list, however this capability was simulated by sending the exact same message, with the same originating timestamp, to each of the other (external) destination IP addresses allowed to receive the message. In this case, the status message was forwarded to both the CA1 control center and a neighboring competitor company (adjacent company 1) control center. In a network without a trust system agent loaded on IED-239, the network-level trust system could create and send duplicates of the message to the CA and neighbor destinations based on its list of carbon-copy recipients and on behalf of the IED, which could not multicast the message. According to the trust system firewall rules, both external destinations (outside the MPL SCADA network) were authorized to receive a status message, but the adjacent competitor company was not allowed to receive all of the MPL status data that would be given to a trusted organization, like the CA control



center. The adjacent company was only granted access to a minimal amount of performance data required for it to recognize or respond to emergency situations occurring within MPL’s span of control. Although firewall rules and format checks all passed, the ACM identified data elements in the message, specifically financial rate and customer usage data which the competitor was not authorized to read. As a result, the trust system sanitized the status message. The trust system demonstrated sanitization of the message that would be forwarded to the adjacent company by replacing each character of the financial data with an . No suspicious event or security alert was warranted; therefore, the sanitized message was forwarded on to the adjacent company and the original message was forwarded to the MPL master control station and CA1 control center. The packet details were logged to the historical database. Table V summarizes the end-to-end delay totals for each of the three packets to reach their destinations, comparing IPsec mode options using Blowfish-192 bit key strength/SHA-2(256), maximum measured trust system values for a status message, and trust system processor speeds ranging from 3 to 12 GHz. Internal to the MPL network, the IED was able to deliver a status update within 1.62 ms, well within the normal 2-s time constraint and sufficient for an emergency notification. External communication was also possible in less than 4.3 ms over distances as great as 300 km. The greatest delay dependency resides in the routers along the path. Routers with large queue size and high processing delay were simulated in conjunction with tunnel mode IPsec to provide an idea of worst case delivery with non-real-time routers. Results indicated fractions of a second transit time, though not hard real-time. Routers (or trust routers) that will handle real-time traffic must be optimized for minimal processing delays.
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TABLE V SCENARIO 1 DELAY SUMMARY



F. Experimental Scenario 2: Event Log Transmitted Amid an Emergency Trip High-speed Utility Intranets will allow data to be sent to operations and control centers from event/fault recorders for analysis when events are logged. An event might be a lightning strike followed by a set of circuit breakers that trip in response. Sampled waveforms of a number of voltages and currents at 5 KHz for seconds are possible. This data can be quite large when compared with many of the other types of information that are passed around the system. These files will get sent after the fault has occurred so they normally do not interfere with the current situation. However, if a fault happens, and it is followed by another fault, then interference could occur. A typical sample may be



of data. In this scenario, an event log was sent to the MPL operations center and the CA1 control center. The log, was 2.4 MB and was simulated by sending 9600 status packets, each 250 bytes in size. The calculated transit time, from send to receive, for a single status packet would have been a minimum of 4.25 ms in IPsec tunnel mode with a 3-GHz trust system processor (as determined from Scenario 1). For 2.4 MB, the estimated receive time would be approximately 9600 times that delay, equivalent to 40.8 s for MPL to receive and process the complete update from its area operations center. At the high end of the delay spectrum, with large router/switch processing delays ( ) and larger queues (1500 B), delivery of one UDP status packet would have taken an estimated 37.88 ms, requiring to receive and process the entire 2.4 MB. Only a few seconds after receiving the first bit of the 2.4 MB area_status message, a legitimate TCP emergency trip message, in response to a different event from the one logged, was received by MPL from the CA1 control center. Because the packet was an emergency packet, indicated by the message type (trip), TCP protocol (emergency TCP bandwidth is reserved for extremely time-critical communications), and URG control flag being set, it was moved to the front of the trust system input queue, and allowed to interrupt the evaluation of the nonemergency UDP area_status summary packet. The trust system processed the emergency trip message before completing all of the status messages, simulating the capability of the trust system to break the processing the UDP 2.4-MB log in order to devote all of its efforts to handling the emergency event. Concurrent processes with sufficient memory and
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processing speed could allow simultaneous processing by the trust system with little impact to real-time response to the emergency. The emergency packet passed all trust system checks, warranting no suspicious event or security alert. The source (i.e., CA1) was a trusted party that MPL had given permission to initiate emergency actions on its systems, when warranted, so the packet was forwarded directly to the intended destination, IED-239. A copy of the same packet was also sent to the SCADA master station for awareness in the MPL operations center. The MPL SCADA master station would, in turn, issue its own trip command in response and the node would respond to whichever message it received first. After tripping its breaker, IED-239 replied with a multicast TCP emergency status packet to the MPL master control station and the CA control center indicating the open breaker. In the experiments run, the emergency trip alone took an estimated 22–205 ms (regular TCP, tunnel mode IPsec) to execute using the regular TCP control protocol, preventing the blackout events occurring in nearby cities from spreading or affecting customers supplied by MPL. Using an abbreviated TCP protocol (by eliminating an ACK from three-way handshakes and graceful closes and by only ACKing with data, whenever possible) would reduce the response time nearly 40%. The packet detail was also logged to the MPL log server and historical database. After the trust system handled and forwarded IED-239’s trip response status packet, it immediately returned to its checks on the rest of the UDP packets consisting of the event log (i.e., the rest of the 9600 packets simulating the 2.4-MB message). The total time for the trust system to evaluate this message was between 40.82 s ( queue sizes) and 6 min, 3.9 sec ( queue sizes), from start to finish, including the delay in evaluating the emergency trip and response messages. The robustness of the trust system created for these simulations was demonstrated in its handling of over 9600 packets while re-prioritizing its actions in an emergency. V. CONCLUSION The proposed trust system adds minimal overhead to communications and can reasonably be applied to near real-time requirements. Experiments were run to demonstrate both the performance of the trust system (experiment 1) and its ability to handle an emergency in the middle of a status update (experiment 2). The experiments show that a mix of UDP and TCP traffic can deliver notifications that meet the majority of utility SCADA and wide area protection system needs. In ideal, uncongested cases, they can even meet hard real-time response thresholds, but must be augmented by bandwidth guarantees and maintain the state of ongoing events to prevent the negative effects of TCP congestion control and UDP unreliable delivery on critical communications. The proposed trust system appears to hold great promise to facilitate greater interconnected communication in the electric power grid. This research also points to the increased safety that can result through secure shared information, facilitated by the trust system. This system is a first step towards a comprehensive security architecture for the power grid.
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